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Add the perfect finishing touch
to your VELUX roof windows
with VELUX blinds and shutters.
We commissioned leading Parisian
agency, Trend Union, to create
an eclectic mix of colours and
fabrics. The result is a stunning
collection that complements every
interior beautifully.
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Perfect match

Comfort and convenience

It’s all in the details

From hidden cords and slim designs
to darkened blackout side rails and
Oeko-tex® fabrics, our blinds have
quality built in. Whether you
need light control, heat protection,
a sophisticated look or a splash of
colour, you are sure to find the right
blind for your needs. Simply choose
from our wide range of blinds and
select a colour or pattern that
complements your room.

We offer a variety of convenient
ways to operate all of our blinds
and shutters. You can choose from
manual, solar or electric powered
operation. Take advantage of our
VELUX INTEGRA® control pad
system when you opt for solar
or electric and put comfort at
your fingertips.

Our high performance, awardwinning blinds and shutters are
built to last. They are rigorously
tested to ensure flawless operation
even after years of everyday use
and exposure to the elements.
For generations, VELUX
engineers and designers have
been perfecting our products and
patented solutions. That’s why
VELUX blinds and shutters are
the best choice for your VELUX
roof windows.
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VELUX
shutters and
awnings

A rainbow of colours

The patented VELUX Pick&Click!TM
system makes installation fast
and simple thanks to pre-fitted
mounting brackets. No matter
what type of VELUX roof window
you have – small or large, old
or new – all our roof blinds will
fit flawlessly every time.

Product
overview and
accessories

Just a Pick&Click!TM away

Pricing and
colour options

We manufacture the largest range of
roof window blinds and shutters on the market,
so you’ll be spoilt for choice. VELUX blinds and
shutters are made especially for VELUX roof
windows. They’re easy to fit and made for
long-lasting and reliable performance.

Kitchen

The best roof windows,
the right blinds and shutters

Living space

Your ideal
solution

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Day
On a sunny day, use your VELUX awning blind
or roller shutter to control how much heat
and light enters your home. On a chilly day,
use the roller shutter to keep out the cold.

Bedroom

Improving your
home’s indoor climate
Your VELUX roof windows bring warmth and light into your home.
Controlling these elements with the help of VELUX blinds and shutters
is key to achieving an ideal indoor climate.

by up to 26% with
VELUX blackout
energy blinds*

VELUX awning blinds diffuse the
sun’s rays before they hit the pane.

Protect your home
against heat loss

Protect your home
against the heat

Although VELUX roof windows are well
insulated, interior VELUX blackout energy
blinds can further reduce heat loss by up
to 26%. This extra insulation is especially
important on a chilly night during the
winter months.

Passive heating from the sun is a major
benefit on a cold day, but can lead to
overheating in warmer months. VELUX
roller shutters can reduce the heat
impact of the sun by up to 90%.

Product
overview and
accessories

Improve
insulation

Kitchen

Improve
insulation

At night your VELUX blackout energy
blinds or roller shutters offer privacy
and keep your home dark and warm.

Bathroom

Reduce
heat
intake

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Night

Home office

VELUX blinds and shutters provide extra insulation, daylight control
and heat protection. In this way they can reduce your home’s energy
consumption by minimising heat loss during the winter and heat gain
on a hot, sunny day. With VELUX INTEGRA® solar or electric powered
operation, you get the added convenience of a touch-screen control
pad with the ability to programme everything to open and close at
just the right times.

*	The technical values of various accessories are determined through standardized tests and calculations, all in
compliance with the international standards EN ISO 12567-2, EN 13363-2 and ISO 15099“. Effect depends on
type of roof window and glazing.
	Please note that when blinds are rolled down the risk of condensation is increased. Therefore rolling up the blind
after use and ventilating regularly is recommended.
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Indoor climate

Children’s
room

by up to 73% with
VELUX awning blind*
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Pricing and
colour options

Reduce
heat intake

Living space

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Bedroom

LIVING SPACE

Dressing your living room with blinds enhances the overall look and
design of your room. Choose your favourite type of blind and the
perfect colour to match your interior.
VELUX pleated blinds create a cosy, pleasant atmosphere by softly
diffusing incoming daylight. They also offer privacy and can be
positioned anywhere on the roof window. These elegant blinds
are available in a wide range of colours and styles to complement
your décor.

All day comfort

With our VELUX INTEGRA®
touch-screen control pad, you
can manage all of your home’s
electric VELUX products
with one touch.

Exterior VELUX awning
blinds reduce heat intake
by up to 73%.

Product
overview and
accessories

Sunshine and shade for everyone

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Kitchen

VELUX roller blinds come with slim aluminium side rails for smooth
operation and a clean, classic look.

To keep temperatures comfortable all day long, you can combine
any interior VELUX blind with an awning blind. These transparent
exterior blinds diffuse the sun’s rays before they hit your roof
window pane to reduce passive heating by up to 73%.

Bathroom

Choose your style

Home office

Children’s
room

VELUX roof windows bring the outside in and offer
fantastic views. This bright, airy feel is especially
important in the living room, the place where your
family can relax together. It goes without saying the
living room should be welcoming and comfortable.
VELUX blinds and shutters make it possible by
providing complete light control, privacy and a
decorative touch.

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Living space inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
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More information

Living space

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Children’s
room
Home office

The soft drape of our Roman blinds add movement
and texture to your VELUX roof windows. If you find
it hard to choose from our collection of beautiful
colours and fabrics, don’t worry. Due to their design
you can change the fabric within a matter of minutes,
so why not choose a different design for every season?

Bedroom

LIVING SPACE

See our entire Roman blind collection
at www.veluxshop.ie
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Living space inspiration

11

Pricing and
colour options

Product
overview and
accessories

Decorative and sophisticated Roman blinds

Fabrics can be removed simply
for easy cleaning.

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

The fabrics are also sold
separately for endless flexibility.

Kitchen

Bathroom

A perfect combination with
roller shutters. Roman blinds
give a soft and warm feeling
to the room.

Living space

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Home office

We’ve worked with internationally acclaimed designers,
Scholten & Baijings to create six stunning VELUX
Roman blinds patterns, inspired by daylight from
dusk till dawn. The repeating patterns along the
length of the fabric evoke a sense of early morning
sunrise over bright midday-light to intense night-glow.
This means every blind is beautifully unique, as the
pattern depends where on the roll your blind is cut
to length. Don’t forget, Roman blinds are very easy to
remove and refit, so if you can’t decide on one fabric,
why not choose more than one and change them to
suit the season or your mood?

Bathroom

Colour Collection by
Scholten & Baijings

Children’s
room

Bedroom

LIVING SPACE

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Kitchen

Transform your living space with exquisite, richly-crafted design.

Play with light, shapes and colour, and sculpt your blinds exactly
the way you want.

Check the entire collection
at www.veluxshop.ie
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Living space inspiration
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Product
overview and
accessories

Artful designs to experiment with

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Children’s
room

The perfect bedroom is a space where you can relax
and recharge your batteries. VELUX roof windows play
a major role in making your bedroom comfortable and
inviting by creating a bright, airy setting. To get the
most out of your roof windows, you need to be able to
adjust the incoming light or black it out entirely for a
good night’s sleep.

Bedroom

BEDROOM

If you use your bedroom as a quiet space for reading or watching
television, glare reduction is also important. VELUX blackout energy
blinds can be positioned anywhere on the VELUX roof window,
so you can block the sun just where you need it and enjoy privacy
without sacrificing daylight or your view. When fully drawn, blackout
energy blinds effectively darken the room and add extra insulation.
If you want maximum comfort and light control, our duo blackout
blind is a blackout blind and a pleated blind in one. VELUX duo
blackout blinds offer the best of both worlds – complete darkness
anytime and softly diffused natural light all day long.

Looking for all-season insulation? Our durable, high performance
roller shutters protect against the heat and cold while offering total
blackout and reduced noise.

Creating your dream retreat

VELUX blackout energy blinds
have a honeycomb structure
for exceptional insulation.

Exterior VELUX awning
blinds reduce heat intake
by up to 73%.
The VELUX duo blackout blind
combines our blackout blind
with our pleated blind in one.

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

For superior heat protection, any of our interior blinds can easily be
combined with our exterior awning blind. The transparent material
diffuses the sun’s rays before they hit your roof window to keep
indoor temperatures comfortable.

Kitchen

Cool comfort

Product
overview and
accessories

VELUX blackout blinds come in a range of colours and designs.

Bathroom

If a completely dark room is important to you our standard blackout
blinds offer a light proof seal to ensure a restful sleep, even in the
middle of the day.

Home office

Daytime or dreamtime

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Bedroom inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
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More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

A child’s room is a truly multi-purpose space. At night,
quiet and darkness are key for a peaceful sleep, but
by day, the ability to adjust the incoming sunlight is
important for ensuring a comfortable temperature and
creating the right environment for homework and play.
Blinds with round-the-clock benefits are the perfect fit
for these versatile, lively spaces.

Children’s
room

CHILDREN’S ROOM

The duo blackout blind is available in any of our 24 blackout blind
designs along with a white pleated blind. This provides a practical
two-in-one solution that keeps out the sun during naptime and
offers a softly diffused light during playtime.
VELUX blackout energy blinds can be positioned anywhere on the
VELUX roof window. They allow you to block direct sunlight while
still letting in plenty of daylight, and their unique design provides
improved insulation all year round. When fully drawn, our blackout
energy blinds darken the room to ensure a good night’s sleep.
And for total darkness anytime, even during the day, our standard
VELUX blackout blinds are available in a wide range of colours and
designs to suit any room.

Climate control
For an even more comfortable temperature in your child’s room,
you can combine each of the interior blinds with an exterior VELUX
awning blind that diffuses the sun’s rays.

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Bug free zone
With VELUX insect screens you can let in the fresh air for a good
night’s sleep, without the buzz of unwanted visitors.

The transparent VELUX insect
screen stores neatly away in its
slim, aluminium top case.

VELUX blackout energy blinds
have a honeycomb structure
for exceptional insulation.

Product
overview and
accessories

The right balance for sleep and play

Kitchen

VELUX awning blinds block the sun’s rays before they hit your
VELUX roof window pane reducing passive heat.

Bathroom

An ideal solution for a child’s room is the VELUX duo blackout blind
as it combines the complete darkness of our blackout blind with the
softly diffused daylight of our pleated blind.

Home office

Day or night

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Children’s room inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
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More information

Disney & VELUX
Dream Collection

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Star Wars & VELUX
Galactic Night Collection

CHILDREN’S ROOM

Children’s
room

Turn bedtime
into a special time

Disney Princess – Available in 2 enchanting designs.

Star Wars – Available in 4 out-of-this-world designs.

Children’s room inspiration

© Disney

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Even the most epic battles must
come to an end and when they do,
our hero needs quality rest. Let your
Jedi drift off quickly and continue
their adventures in a galaxy far,
far away in a bedroom darkened
by VELUX blackout blinds.

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Product
overview and
accessories

See our
complete
collections with
more designs
on page 43

Planes – Available in 2 high-flying designs.
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Combine your blackout
blind with an insect screen
for added protection
from mosquitoes and
other insects.

Darth Vader

The Death Star

Kylo Ren

Droids

4710

4711

4712

4713

19

Pricing and
colour options

Reduce heat intake by up
to 73%. Add an external
awning blind to keep
the room cool on sunny
days, while still allowing
fresh air in.

Even the toughest Jedi
needs a good night’s sleep

Kitchen

Bathroom

Home office

Our Disney & VELUX Dream Collection is a range of
blackout blinds designed for the young – and the young
at heart. They’re the easiest way to create the perfect
environment for healthy sleep in bedrooms with VELUX
roof windows. From Mickey, Bambi and Planes to Minnie,
Pooh and Princesses – there’s something for everyone
with 12 fun and exciting designs.

VELUX
blinds and shutters

HOME OFFICE
Blinds are an important part of creating the perfect
setting in your home office. To help you make the
most of this space, we have a range of blinds that
soften incoming daylight, regulate temperature and
provide privacy.

VELUX blackout energy blinds block the sun without sacrificing
either daylight or your view. And when fully drawn, they darken the
room – particularly useful if this space also doubles up as a guest
bedroom. They also improve insulation by keeping your room warm
during chilly nights.
Our pleated blinds create a cosy, pleasant atmosphere to work in.
They also offer maximum flexibility when it comes to positioning.

Bathroom

Should you want to add more personality to your home office
VELUX Roman blinds come in a variety of patterns and shades.
Some are designed to enable light to create beautiful patterns
in the room, whereas others add an artistic edge.
Whatever atmosphere you prefer, we have the perfect solution.

Stay cool
For sunny rooms, a VELUX awning blind on the outside of your roof
window can help prevent your home office from getting too warm
on a bright day. VELUX awning blinds are transparent, so you will
still enjoy plenty of daylight and an unobstructed view.

VELUX Roman blinds come in a
variety of shades and structures.

Awning blinds can be combined
with any VELUX interior blinds.

Product
overview and
accessories

Sensational spare rooms

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Kitchen

VELUX pleated blinds can be positioned anywhere on
the roof window for a decorative lighting effect.

Home office

For day and night

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Home office inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
colour options

More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

BATHROOM
Roof windows fill any bathroom with natural light
and fresh air. The extra daylight gives the room a
more open, spacious feel and these high moisture
areas benefit from added ventilation. As privacy
is just as important as sunshine in the bathroom,
VELUX blinds are essential.

Privacy and style
With VELUX Venetian blinds you can have both privacy and light.
Just tilt the slats in any direction to adjust the angle of the light
and achieve the right amount of privacy. These cordless, moisture
resistant blinds are easy to clean and come in 9 different colours
to suit your personal style and decor.

Brighten your bath-time

Bathroom

For flexible privacy while maintaining a view of the outdoors,
our elegant pleated blinds can be positioned anywhere on the
roof window. They bathe your room in softly diffused sunlight
and come in 20 different colours and designs, making it simple
to add a contemporary feel to any bathroom.

VELUX Venetian blinds have a
sleek cordless design, so they
are safe and easy to use.

VELUX pleated blinds offer
more control over incoming light,
as they can be positioned
anywhere on the roof window.

Product
overview and
accessories

Your personal oasis

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Kitchen

Low-maintenance Venetian blinds add beauty and privacy to
your bathroom.

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Bathroom inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
colour options

More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

KITCHEN
The kitchen is often the busiest room in the home, so
your blinds need to be as practical as they are beautiful.
Roof windows are a huge asset in a warm, active
kitchen because they provide exceptional ventilation
and since cooking produces steam and residue, your
blinds also need to be able to take the heat.

High performance blinds
Easy to clean VELUX Venetian blinds are the perfect choice for a
kitchen. Not only are these blinds water and stain resistant, they are
also simple to operate. Breakfast, lunch or dinner, Venetian blinds
let you adjust the amount of incoming light for maximum comfort.

Farewell, uninvited dinner guests
Enjoy your meals with family and friends, not insects. VELUX insect
screens integrate perfectly with your VELUX roof window to keep
even the smallest pests out without affecting your view. Combine
them with any of our blinds to create the perfect, bug-free solution
for your kitchen.

VELUX insect screens are made
of a durable, transparent net
fabric and store neatly in their
cases when not in use.

Choose from a variety
of colours.

Product
overview and
accessories

Cooking in style and comfort

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

Kitchen

Venetian blinds are stylish and practical.

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Kitchen inspiration

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
colour options

More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

ROLLER SHUTTERS
From full daylight to complete blackout, VELUX roller
shutters offer you additional energy saving and noise
reduction in an award-winning design.

All-round benefits
Roller shutters prevent the loss of energy, keeping your room
warm in the winter and allowing you to completely block out light
at any time. They offer noise reduction and protection for your roof
windows during harsh weather and provide additional security for
your home.
Best of all, our roller shutters are built to last. They are made of
hard-wearing aluminium to ensure top performance, no matter
what nature throws at them.
We rigorously test them in the most extreme conditions to ensure
complete weather resistance and years of flawless operation.

Integrated design
VELUX roller shutters have been awarded the Red Dot design award
and the IF product design award for their many innovative design
features. Our roller shutters fit perfectly with your VELUX roof
windows so installation is simple from the outside or inside of your
home. VELUX roller shutters feature a sleek top casing, so they form
an integrated part of your roof, regardless of the roofing materials.

You can choose from manual, solar or electric operation. To adjust
and soften incoming daylight, VELUX roller shutters can easily be
combined with any of our interior blinds.

Solar powered roller shutters
work day or night, rain or shine
without wiring or a connection
to a power supply.

Product
overview and
accessories

Roller shutters

Custom control

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

VELUX roller shutters reduce the heat impact from the sun
by up to 90%.

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Roller shutters

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
colour options

More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

AWNING BLINDS
For a cool summer room, VELUX awning blinds provide
solar heat reduction whilst ensuring you can maintain
the view through your roof window.

Control heat as well as light
External awning blinds are the perfect way to keep a room cool
by reducing the amount of heat entering through the roof window
by up to 73%. Especially suited to south-facing roof windows,
the blind stops the heat from the sun reaching the glass and
radiating into the room. Their design also means they allow
a pleasant diffused light to enter the room too.
Designed to integrate perfectly with your VELUX roof window, the
awning blind is made from weather resistant net fabric. When not in
use, the external blind rolls up and is kept out of sight. For additional
light control and comfort, VELUX awning blinds can be combined
with any interior VELUX blind.

Operation
VELUX awning blinds have a sleek external design.

VELUX awning blinds are available in manual, solar powered
operation (for use with solar or manual roof windows) or electric
(for use with VELUX INTEGRA® electric roof windows). The manual
awning blind can be rolled fully up or down. To roll down, rotate the
roof window 180° and fix to the hooks on the bottom of the sash.
The solar awning blind comes complete with a battery-operated
control pad, putting temperature control at your fingertips from
anywhere in the room. Electric awning blinds put temperature
control at your fingertips and can be controlled from anywhere
in the room.
For roof windows manufactured before April 2001 you must also
order ZOZ 228 to fit MML electric and MSL solar awning blinds.

Exterior VELUX awning blinds
reduce heat intake by up to 73%.

VELUX
shutters and
awnings

With our VELUX INTEGRA®
touch-screen control pad, you
can manage all of your home’s
automated VELUX products
in one place.

Product
overview and
accessories

Awning blinds

Operation: page 30-31
Product details: page 34-39
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Awning blinds

Manual

Solar

Electric
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Pricing and
colour options

More information

VELUX
blinds and shutters

The VELUX INTEGRA® control pad with touch-screen
offers you an easy, intuitive way to manage all of your
home’s electrical VELUX products with one touch.
It also features a range of pre-defined settings that
help you save energy and create a better indoor
climate, including our:
Good morning program
Lets you wake up to sunlight and fresh air at any time you choose.

Energy balance program
Automatically activates blinds, awnings and shutters to manage
passive solar heating or insulation.

Ventilation program
Airs out your home for ten minutes, four times a day, while
blocking the rain.

Holiday program
Makes it appear as if you’re at home by operating shutters and
blinds automatically.

Good night program
Ventilates your bedroom for 10 minutes each evening, lowers
your blinds and minimizes light.

Sunscreen program
Protects your home from overheating – and your furniture
from fading.
The control pad is supplied with VELUX INTEGRA® electric roof
windows, or can be purchased for solar powered blinds as an
optional extra. See page 41.

Daylight and fresh air at your fingertips
Improve your home’s indoor climate and make life
more comfortable. Explore the possibilities with
our extensive range of VELUX INTEGRA® solar
or electrically operated products.
Smart control
By opening and closing your solar or electric VELUX blinds and
shutters using our VELUX INTEGRA® control pad, you can increase
your home’s energy efficiency and level of comfort.
The VELUX INTEGRA® product family ensures your roof windows,
shutters and blinds work together to maximise the benefits of daylight
and fresh air in your home. Our touch-screen control pad provides
an array of intelligently designed programmes with round-the-clock
and all-season benefits, while also giving you the opportunity to
manage several different products at any given time.

You’re in control

Manual operation
The perfect solution for roof
windows within easy reach.
Our manual blinds and shutters
can be easily adjusted by hand
or pole.

All VELUX electric and solar powered products are io-homecontrol ® compatible.
io-homecontrol® labelled products communicate with each other to improve comfort,
security and energy savings. Learn more at www.io-homecontrol.com
www.io-homecontrol.com
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Operation

Automatic operation –
Solar powered

Automatic operation –
Electrically powered

VELUX INTEGRA® solar
powered blinds and shutters
are perfect for retrofitting to a
manual or solar powered roof
window, as they require no
wiring or connection to a power
supply. Simple remote control
unit included.

VELUX INTEGRA® electric blinds
and shutters can be opened and
closed via the control pad from
anywhere in your home. The
perfect companion for VELUX
INTEGRA® roof windows.
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Product
overview and
accessories

VELUX INTEGRA® touch-screen control pad

Pricing and
colour options

Comfort made easy

VELUX blinds and shutters
not only come in many
styles and colours, they
also give you the choice of
manual, solar or electric
powered operation.

From 2014

Type

Size

VELUX
blinds and shutters

How to select your blinds
2002-2013

1

Select type
Choose an interior and/or exterior VELUX blind or
shutter that meets your requirements in terms of heat
protection, blackout, light adjustment or insect protection.

1992-2001

Before 1992

2

Select colour and design
Our blinds are available in an array of exciting colours
and designs.

3

Select operation method
Choose between manual or automatic operation.
Always consider automatically-operated products
for out-of-reach situations.

4

Select the right size
To identify your size, check the data plate which details
the type and size of your roof window.

5

Installed in minutes
VELUX interior blinds are easily installed with our
unique Pick&Click!™ system. Follow the instructions,
and your blinds will be fitted in minutes.

Order your blinds today
01 816 1620
sales@velux.ie
www.veluxshop.ie
32

Ordering

33

Pricing and
colour options

Product
overview and
accessories

VELUX roof windows are fitted
with pre-installed brackets to
ease installation and to ensure
a perfect fit every time.

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Product overview
VELUX blinds and shutters have a variety of features to suit your needs.

CHILDREN’S BLINDS

BLACKOUT BLIND

DUO BLACKOUT BLIND

BLACKOUT ENERGY BLIND

The Disney & VELUX Dream Collection, plus the Star Wars™ &
VELUX Galactic Night Collection offer 16 exciting designs that
your children will adore. Mickey Mouse, Star Wars characters,
Bambi and Winnie the Pooh are all here to help create the right
environment for a perfect night’s sleep.

The VELUX blackout blind offers a light proof seal for total
darkness anytime. It is ideal in bedrooms, where you need
complete light control to ensure a good night’s sleep or a restful
nap during the day.

The VELUX duo blackout blind is a blackout blind and a pleated
blind in one. It offers the best of both worlds: blackout at anytime
or softly diffused natural light all day. It is available in all blackout
blind colours in combination with a white, pleated blind.

The VELUX blackout energy blind offers variable blackout and an
insulation effect of up to 26%. The double-pleated blackout cloth
has an aluminium honeycomb structure within for significantly
improved insulation.

• 16 designs that make bedtime a happy time.
• Allow total blackout from sun or moonlight.
• Install in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• Oeko-Tex® certified.

• Total blackout.
• Stepless positioning.
• Available in 24 colours.
• Installs in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• Oeko-Tex® certified.

Combinations

Combinations

For additional comfort, the blackout blind can be combined with
an external awning blind.

Combine your blackout blinds with exterior awning blinds for
additional heat protection and comfort.

• Total blackout.
• Stepless positioning.
• Flat and pleated cloth.
• Available in 24 colours.
• Installs in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• Softly diffuses incoming daylight.
• Oeko-Tex® certified.

• Total blackout.
• Free positioning in the window frame.
• Stepless positioning.
• Double pleated cloth.
• Available in 12 colours.
• Installs in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• Protects against cold from the outside.
• Sleek cordless design.

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Blind
model
Manual
operation

DKL

For additional comfort and heat protection, the duo blackout
blind can be combined with an exterior awning blind.

Combinations

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Blind
model
Blackout

Light
adjustment

Automatic
Solar powered

DSL

For additional heat protection, you can combine the blackout
energy blind with our exterior awning blind.

Blind
model
Blackout

Light
adjustment

Manual
operation

DFD

Blind
model
Blackout

Light
adjustment

Manual
operation

FHC

Blackout

Light
adjustment

Insulation

Automatic
Electrically powered DML

Insulation

Insulation

Insulation

Privacy

Privacy

Privacy

Product
overview and
accessories

Blind
model

Blind
model
Privacy
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Product overview

Manual
operation

DKL
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Pricing and
colour options

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Combinations

VELUX
blinds and shutters

• Elegant and decorative with soft lighting effects.
• Flexible and stepless positioning.
• Interchangeable fabrics.
• Fabric can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Sleek cordless design.
• Install quickly with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.

Combinations

Internationally acclaimed designers, Scholten & Baijings have
created 6 stunning designs, inspired by sunlight from dusk till
dawn. All fabrics are cut individually, revealing the patterns
differently depending on how they are sculpted. This makes
every design beautifully unique.
• World class design.
• 6 stunning patterns.
• All designs are unique.
• Fabric can be dismounted for easy cleaning.
• Installs in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.

Combine your Roman blinds with exterior awning blinds or roller
shutters for additional heat protection and comfort.

Combinations

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

FHB

ROLLER BLIND

The VELUX pleated blind is an elegant way to provide privacy
while bathing your room in a pleasant, soft light. It can be
positioned anywhere on the roof window to adjust the amount
of incoming light and you can still enjoy a view of the outside.

A simple, stylish way to soften incoming light and achieve
basic privacy.

• Elegant, decorative lighting effect.
• Flexible and stepless positioning.
• Slim, elegant side rails and top case.
• Install in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• 20 different colours and designs.

Combinations

Blackout

Combinations
Combine your roller blinds with exterior awning blinds or roller
shutters for additional heat protection and comfort.

Combine your pleated blinds with exterior awning blinds or roller
shutters for additional heat protection and comfort.

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Manual
operation

FHB

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Blind
model

Blind
model
(Depending
on cloth type)

• Diffuses sunlight.
• Available with side rails and stepless positioning.
• Install in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• 15 different colours and designs.

Combine your Roman blinds with exterior awning blinds or roller
shutters for additional heat protection and comfort.

Blind
model
Manual
operation

PLEATED BLIND

Blackout

(Depending
on cloth type)

Automatic
Solar powered

Blind
model

FSK *

Light
adjustment

Automatic
Solar powered

Light
adjustment

FML
Automatic
Electrically powered FMG

*

Privacy

Automatic
Electrically powered RML

Blind
model
Privacy
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Product overview

Privacy

Manual
operation

*Flat roof only.

FHL

Light
adjustment

Blind
model

Blind
model
Light
adjustment

RSL

Product
overview and
accessories

Explore the potential of beautiful fabrics and be inspired by the
soft styling effects that make this collection truly refined and
original. The clever design of our Roman blind means you can
easily swap the fabric in a matter of minutes.

COLOUR COLLECTION BY
SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS

Privacy

Blind
model
Manual
operation

RFL
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Pricing and
colour options

ROMAN BLIND

VELUX
blinds and shutters

VENETIAN BLIND

INSECT SCREEN

AWNING BLIND

ROLLER SHUTTER

Low maintenance, moisture resistant Venetian blinds are
perfect for bathrooms and kitchens. Their unique cordless
design eliminates unsightly hanging cords and allows you to
easily tilt the slats in any direction for optimum light adjustment.

VELUX insect screens let you enjoy fresh air without the insects.
They are simple to operate and fit with any VELUX roof window.
Insect screens stow neatly away in the slim aluminium top casing
when not in use.

Perfect for any climate or time of year, the exterior VELUX roller
shutter prevents your room from getting too hot in the summer,
keeps it warm in the winter and enables you to completely block
out all light from the room at any time of the day.

• Perfect for high humidity rooms.
• Easy to clean.
• Optimum light adjustment.
• Provides privacy.
• Sleek cordless design.
• Install in minutes with our unique Pick&Click!TM system.
• 9 colour choices.

• 100% insect proof net fabric.
• Durable, transparent fabric does not obstruct your view.
• Improved visibility lets you enjoy more daylight.
• New mesh ensures perfect airflow.

The exterior VELUX awning blind diffuses the sun’s rays before
they hit your roof window pane and reduces passive heating by
up to 73%. They help to keep your room comfortable on a warm,
sunny day. Awning blinds are transparent, so you can still enjoy
the view. For roof windows manufactured before April 2001 you
must also order ZOZ 228 to fit solar and electric awning blinds.

Insect screens can be combined with any interior or exterior
VELUX blinds or shutters.

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Blind
model
Light
adjustment

Manual
operation

ZIL

Blind
model
Insect
protection

Automatic
Solar powered

Blind
model
Manual
operation

PAL

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

MSL
MSG *

Blind
model
Heat
protection

Automatic
Solar powered

Blind
model
Privacy

Automatic
Electrically powered MML
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Product overview

*Flat roof only.

MHL

Heat
protection

Blackout

Insulation

Safety

Privacy

Noise
reduction

Blind
model
Privacy

Automatic
Electrically powered SML

Blind
model
Manual
operation

SSL

Product
overview and
accessories

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Blind
model
Automatic
Electrically powered PML

VELUX roller shutters can be combined with any VELUX
interior blind.

VELUX awning blinds can be combined with any VELUX
interior blind.

Combine your Venetian blinds with exterior awning blinds or
roller shutters for additional heat protection and comfort.

OPERATIONS & FEATURES

Combinations

Combinations

Blind
model
Manual
operation

SHL
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Pricing and
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Combinations

Combinations

• Reduces passive heating by up to 73%.
• Transparent net fabric allows light into the room and
preserves the view.
• Easily installed and operated from inside.

• Reduces solar heating by up to 90%.
• Improves insulation from the cold by up to 18%.
• Provides additional security to your home.
• Reduces noise from rain or hail.

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Flat roof sunscreening
VELUX solar blinds for flat roof windows – FSK

NEW

The double pleated solar blind provides a light dimming effect and screens against the sun.
The remote controlled solar blind is available in two colours, black (1047) and white (1045).
Suitable for flat roofs with a clear dome only.
See page 47 for prices and colours.

VELUX electric pleated blinds for flat roof windows – FMG
Perfect for softening incoming daylight and adding a decorative touch, pleated blinds open
and close with a handy control pad. They are io-homecontrol® compatible and available in
three colours.
See page 47 for prices and colours.

VELUX awning blinds for flat roof windows – MSG
Installed between the roof window and the dome, transparent awning blinds are solar
powered and operated by remote control. They keep temperatures comfortable by
filtering the strong rays from the sun. Awning blinds are io-homecontrol® compatible
and easy to install. Suitable for flat roofs with a clear dome only.
See page 47.
KUX 110 – Additional control system that allows FMG blind to be fitted to CFP fixed flat roof window.
Requires separate installation and power supply – €145.14.

Accessories

Comfortable living

Pole Control ZCT 200K
€39.36

Pole Adaptors ZOZ 085
€8.61

Control unit KUX 110
€145.14

The VELUX telescopic pole makes it easy
to manually operate centre-pivot roof
windows or out of reach blinds when
fitted with the correct adaptor.
The pole extends from 100-180cm.

Pole adaptor for VELUX manual blinds
that are out-of-reach. Use along with
the pole control for simple operation.

Control unit is for operation of an
electrically operated blind on a manual
roof window. The system consists of a
control unit and a remote control.

VELUX INTEGRA® control
pad KLR 200 €185.73

For a wider
range of VELUX
accessories, please visit
www.veluxshop.ie

Upgrade your VELUX solar blind or VELUX
INTEGRA® roof window manufactured
after 2005 with this fully programmable
touch-screen control pad.
40

Flat roof blinds and accessories
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Pricing and
colour options

Explore the possibilities in our range of accessories for manual or automatically operated VELUX blinds and shutters.

Product
overview and
accessories

Improve your home’s indoor climate and make life more comfortable.

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Pricing and colour options
Current Size

CK01

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

Current Size

CK01

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

C01

C02

M06

M08

U04

P10

U08

306

308

804

606

410

808

2

7

4

3

8

2002-2013

C01

C02

C04

M04

F06

M06

M08

U04

P10

U08

2002-2013

1992-2001

101

102

104

304

206

306

308

804

606

410

808

1992-2001

Before 1992

9

6

1

2

7

4

3

8

C06

5

P08

S06

P04

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Blackout blinds

Electric

Solar

Duo
blackout

C06

M04

F06

304
9

6

1

P08

S06

P04

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

55 x 70

Manual

Before 1992

C04

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Star Wars & VELUX Galactic Night Collection

DKL

DML

DSL

DFD

Price
Group 1

€91.02

Price
Group 2

€105.78 €108.24 €115.62 €120.54 €125.46 €127.92

Price
Group 1

€282.90 €285.36 €292.74 €297.66 €302.58 €305.04 €305.04 €309.96 €319.80 €344.40 €329.64 €339.48 €312.42 €337.02 €361.62

Price
Group 2

€297.66 €300.12 €307.50 €312.42 €317.34 €319.80 €319.80 €324.72 €334.56 €359.16 €344.40 €354.24 €327.18 €351.78 €376.38

Price
Group 1

€319.80 €322.26 €329.64 €334.56 €339.48 €341.94 €341.94 €346.86 €356.70 €381.30 €366.54 €376.38 €349.32 €373.92 €398.52

Price
Group 2

€334.56 €337.02 €344.40 €349.32 €354.24 €356.70 €356.70 €361.62 €371.46 €396.06 €381.30 €391.14 €364.08 €388.68 €413.28

Price
Group 1

€125.46 €127.92 €135.30 €140.22 €145.14

Price
Group 2

€140.22 €142.68 €150.06 €154.98 €159.90 €162.36 €162.36 €167.28

€93.48

€100.86 €105.78 €110.70

€113.16

€147.60

€113.16 €118.08 €127.92 €152.52

€137.76

€147.60 €120.54 €145.14

€169.74

Manual

DKL

€125.46 €127.92 €135.30 €140.22 €145.14 €147.60

–

€152.52 €162.36 €186.96 €172.20 €182.04 €154.98 €179.58 €204.18

€127.92 €132.84 €142.68 €167.28 €152.52 €162.36 €135.30 €159.90 €184.50

NEW

€147.60 €152.52 €162.36 €186.96 €172.20 €182.04 €154.98 €179.58 €204.18
€177.12

€201.72 €186.96 €196.80 €169.74 €194.34 €218.94

Darth Vader
4710

The Death Star
4711

Kylo Ren
4712

Droids
4713

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd

1025

4555

1085

4556

1705

4558

Standard colours
Price Group 1

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Disney & VELUX Dream Collection
4559

1100

4560

2055

4561

4562

4563

4564

4565

0705

4567

4568

4569

4570

4571

4572

3009

4573

Upgrade
to DFD for

Manual

DKL

€125.46 €127.92 €135.30 €140.22 €145.14 €147.60

–

€152.52 €162.36 €186.96 €172.20 €182.04 €154.98 €179.58 €204.18

€34.44

The duo blackout blind is available in all the
above blackout blind colours in combination
with a white pleated blind (1016).

1016

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

Price
Group 1

€118.08 €123.00 €130.38 €137.76

€145.14

€147.60

€147.60 €152.52 €164.82 €199.26 €179.58 €191.88 €157.44 €189.42 €221.40

Price
Group 2

€132.84 €137.76

Winnie the Pooh 1
4610

Winnie the Pooh 2
4611

Bambi 1
4612

Bambi 2
4613

Minnie 1
4614

Princess 1
4616

Princess 2
4617

Mickey 1
4618

Mickey 2
4619

Planes 1
4620

Minnie 2
4615

94 x 160 134 x 140

Blackout energy blinds
FHC

1045

1155

€145.14 €152.52 €159.90 €162.36 €162.36 €167.28 €179.58 €214.02 €194.34 €206.64 €172.20 €204.18 €236.16

1156

1047

1157

1049

1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1051

Standard colours
Price Group 1

Electrically powered products combined with a manual VELUX roof window require a control unit KUX 110.

42

Prices and colours

Planes 2
4621

© Disney. © Disney. Based on the Winnie the Pooh works by A. A. Milne and E. H. Shepard.

Improves
insulation
by up to

26%
 ll blinds and shutters have a delivery time of up to 7 days except the Roman blind (FHB) which is 13 days.
A
Delivery time is in working days from receipt of orders placed before 4pm.
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Pricing and
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Manual

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Current Size

CK01

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

Current Size

CK01

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

2002-2013

C01

C02

C04

M04

F06

M06

M08

U04

P10

U08

2002-2013

C01

C02

C04

M04

F06

M06

M08

U04

P10

U08

1992-2001

101

102

104

304

206

306

308

804

606

410

808

1992-2001

101

102

104

304

206

306

308

804

606

410

808

Before 1992

9

6

1

2

7

4

3

8

Before 1992

9

6

1

2

7

4

3

8

C06

5

P08

S06

P04

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

P04

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

Price
Group 1

€91.02

€93.48

€100.86 €105.78 €110.70

€113.16

€113.16 €118.08 €127.92 €152.52

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Price
Group 1

€118.08 €123.00 €130.38 €137.76

Price
Group 2

€132.84 €137.76

€145.14 €152.52 €159.90 €162.36 €162.36 €167.28 €179.58 €214.02 €194.34 €206.64 €172.20 €204.18 €236.16

Price
Group 2

€105.78 €108.24 €115.62 €120.54 €125.46 €127.92

Price
Group 1

€59.04

€66.42

Price
Group 1

€282.90 €285.36 €292.74 €297.66 €302.58 €305.04 €305.04 €309.96 €319.80 €344.40 €329.64 €339.48 €312.42 €337.02 €361.62

Price
Group 2

€73.80

Price
Group 2

€297.66 €300.12 €307.50 €312.42 €317.34 €319.80 €319.80 €324.72 €334.56 €359.16 €344.40 €354.24 €327.18 €351.78 €376.38

Price
Group 1

€319.80 €322.26 €329.64 €334.56 €339.48 €341.94 €341.94 €346.86 €356.70 €381.30 €366.54 €376.38 €349.32 €373.92 €398.52

Price
Group 2

€334.56 €337.02 €344.40 €349.32 €354.24 €356.70 €356.70 €361.62 €371.46 €396.06 €381.30 €391.14 €364.08 €388.68 €413.28

€145.14

€147.60

€147.60 €152.52 €164.82 €199.26 €179.58 €191.88 €157.44 €189.42 €221.40

Manual

€61.50

€68.88

€71.34

€73.80

€73.80

€76.26

€83.64

€98.40

€91.02

€95.94

€78.72

€95.94

€110.70

Electric
€76.26

€81.18

€83.64

€86.10

€88.56

€88.56

€91.02

€98.40

€113.16

€105.78 €110.70

€93.48

6501

6502

6503

6504

6505

6506

6507

6508

6509

6510

6511

6512

6513

6514

6515

6516

6517

6518

6519

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

ON ALL BLINDS,
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
AND ACCESSORIES

94 x 98

€137.76

1086

4000

4155

4156

4060

4157

9050

4069

4158

4073

4079

1952

4159

4160

55 x 118

€147.60 €120.54 €145.14

€169.74

€127.92 €132.84 €142.68 €167.28 €152.52 €162.36 €135.30 €159.90 €184.50

1028

94 x 160 134 x 140

78 x 118

Standard colours
Price Group 1

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Price
Group 1

€91.02

€93.48

€100.86 €105.78 €110.70

€113.16

€113.16 €118.08 €127.92 €152.52

Price
Group 2

€105.78 €108.24 €115.62 €120.54 €125.46 €127.92

Price
Group 1

€282.90 €285.36 €292.74 €297.66 €302.58 €305.04 €305.04 €309.96 €319.80 €344.40 €329.64 €339.48 €312.42 €337.02 €361.62

Price
Group 2

€297.66 €300.12 €307.50 €312.42 €317.34 €319.80 €319.80 €324.72 €334.56 €359.16 €344.40 €354.24 €327.18 €351.78 €376.38

Pleated blinds

Manual

FHB

€152.52 €157.44 €164.82 €172.20 €179.58 €182.04 €182.04 €186.96 €199.26 €233.70 €214.02 €226.32 €191.88 €223.86 €255.84

Replacement
cloth for designer
Roman blind

ZHB

€93.48 €95.94 €100.86 €103.32 €105.78 €108.24 €108.24 €110.70 €118.08 €132.84 €125.46 €130.38 €113.16 €130.38 €145.14

Manual

Electric

9PM
6522

6AM
6523

 ll blinds and shutters have a delivery time of up to 7 days except the Roman blind (FHB) which is 13 days.
A
Delivery time is in working days from receipt of orders placed before 4pm.

Prices and colours

RSL

Standard colours
Price Group 1

Colour Collection by Scholten & Baijings

12PM
6521

RML

€110.70 €125.46

Solar
6500

RFL

12PM
6524

9PM
6525

FHL

FML

€137.76

€147.60 €120.54 €145.14

€169.74

€127.92 €132.84 €142.68 €167.28 €152.52 €162.36 €135.30 €159.90 €184.50

1016

1258

1262

1266

1270

1255

1259

1263

1267

1271

1256

1260

1264

1268

1272

1257

1261

1265

1269

1273

Standard colours
Price Group 1

Electrically powered products combined with a manual VELUX roof window require a control unit KUX 110.
 ll blinds and shutters have a delivery time of up to 7 days except the Roman blind (FHB) which is 13 days.
A
Delivery time is in working days from receipt of orders placed before 4pm.

45
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colour options

FHB

Repl. cloth
for Roman ZHB
blind

44

S06

Roller blinds

Roman blinds

6AM
6520

5

P08

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

55 x 70

Manual

C06

VELUX
blinds and shutters

Current Size

CK01

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

2002-2013

C01

C02

C04

1992-2001

101

102

Before 1992

9

C06

M04

F06

M06

M08

U04

104

304

206

306

308

804

6

1

2

7

5

P08

S06

P04

P10

U08

606

410

808

4

3

8

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

Electric

PML

CK02 CK04 CK06 MK04 FK06

MK06 MK08 UK04 PK08 SK06 PK04 PK10 UK08

C01

C02

C04

M06

M08

U04

1992-2001

101

102

306

308

804

Before 1992

9

2

7

C06

M04

F06

104

304

206

6

1

5*

P08

S06

P04

P10

U08

606

410

808

4

3

8

94 x 160 134 x 140

Venetian blinds
PAL

CK01

2002-2013

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

When ordering use size
code on your data plate.

Manual

Current Size

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

€68.88

€68.88

€68.88

€83.64

€81.18

€86.10

€83.64

€83.64

€91.02

€91.02

Awning blinds

Price
Group 1

€118.08 €123.00 €130.38 €137.76

Price
Group 2

€132.84 €137.76

Price
Group 1
Price
Group 2

€145.14

€147.60

€147.60 €152.52 €164.82 €199.26 €179.58 €191.88 €157.44 €189.42 €221.40

Manual

MHL

€68.88

Electric

MML

€405.90 €413.28 €423.12 €425.58 €430.50 €435.42 €435.42 €440.34 €447.72 €474.78 €469.86 €482.16 €442.80 €499.38 €509.22

€309.96 €314.88 €322.26 €329.64 €337.02 €339.48 €339.48 €344.40 €356.70 €391.14 €371.46 €383.76 €349.32 €381.30 €413.28

Solar

MSL

€546.12 €553.50 €563.34 €565.80 €570.72 €575.64 €575.64 €580.56 €587.94 €615.00 €610.08 €622.38 €583.02 €639.60 €649.44

€324.72 €329.64 €337.02 €344.40 €351.78 €354.24 €354.24 €359.16 €371.46 €405.90 €386.22 €398.52 €364.08 €396.06 €428.04

For roof windows manufactured before April 2001 you must also order ZOZ 228 to fit awning blinds MML and MSL.

€145.14 €152.52 €159.90 €162.36 €162.36 €167.28 €179.58 €214.02 €194.34 €206.64 €172.20 €204.18 €236.16

€113.16

€91.02

€108.24

€113.16

€49.20

14%

transparency

7001

7055

7056

7057

7012

7058

5060

Standard colours
Price Group 1

55 x 70

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Roller shutters
7059

7060

ON ALL BLINDS,
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
AND ACCESSORIES

7061

Manual

SHL*

€334.56 €334.56 €356.70 €369.00 €381.30 €383.76

Electric

SML

€499.38 €499.38 €533.82 €551.04 €568.26 €573.18 €573.18 €597.78 €629.76 €688.80 €681.42 €693.72 €612.54 €715.86 €801.96

Solar

SSL

€565.80 €565.80 €602.70 €622.38 €642.06 €649.44 €649.44 €674.04 €713.40 €777.36 €769.98 €782.28 €693.72 €809.34 €905.28

–

€400.98 €423.12 €460.02 €457.56 €464.94 €410.82 €479.70 €536.28

ZOZ 213K Adaptor plate allows operation of solar powered roof windows with MSL or SSL.
60 x 60

60 x 90

80 x 80

90 x 90

100 x 100

90 x 120

120 x 120

100 x 150

150 x 150

Awning blinds for flat roof windows

0000

MSG heat-reduction awning blind. Fitted between glazing and polycarbonate dome. Solar Powered. Available in white (6090).
Code

060060

MSG Electric heat reduction awning blinds

060090

080080

090090

100100

090120

120120

100150

€441.57 €450.18 €457.56 €466.17 €473.55 €482.16 €489.54 €498.15

150150

-

Code

060060

060090

080080

090090

100100

090120

120120

100150

150150

FMG Electric Pleated blinds

€403.44 €412.05 €419.43 €428.04 €435.42 €444.03 €451.41 €460.02

FSK Solar Pleated blinds

€441.57 €450.18 €457.56 €466.17 €473.55 €482.16 €489.54 €498.15 €542.43

KUX 110 – Additional control system to allow FMG blind to be fitted to CFP fixed flat roof windows.
FMG – Electric Pleated

6090

1265

1016

1259

 ll blinds and shutters have a delivery time of up to 7 days except the Roman blind (FHB) which is 13 days.
A
Delivery time is in working days from receipt of orders placed before 4pm.

Prices and colours

55 x 78

55 x 98

55 x 118

78 x 98

66 x 118

€131.61

€131.61 €150.06 €150.06 €154.98 €169.74

70 x 118

78 x 118

78 x 140 134 x 98 94 x 140 114 x 118

94 x 98

94 x 160 134 x 140

Manual

ZIL

–

€154.98 €194.38 €198.03 €199.26 €239.85 €180.81 €199.26 €255.84

-

€145.14

0000

FSK – Solar Pleated

Electrically powered products combined with a manual VELUX roof window require a control unit KUX 110.

46

55 x 70

Insect screen

Blinds for flat roof windows

MSG – Solar Awning

€81.18

1045

1047

Electrically powered products combined with a manual VELUX roof window require a control unit KUX 110.
 ll blinds and shutters have a delivery time of up to 7 days except the Roman blind (FHB) which is 13 days.
A
Delivery time is in working days from receipt of orders placed before 4pm.
* VELUX roller shutter SHL is only compatible with VELUX roof windows produced after 2002.
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